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Composed & arranged by Triodust and KuensanP

Vocal by Parrot

Mastered by 3R2

Tracks:

1. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Vocal)
2. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Title)

3. Home
4. What’s Going on Here?

5. Good Night
6. Confused

7. Lovely Traditional
8. Dance Time

9. Holiday Everyday
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10. Don’t Blow It!
11. Happy Date
12. Hot Spring
13. Clear Sky

14. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Sad)
15. Thinking

16. Battle Begins
17. Those Words I Want to Say

18. Unpeaceful
19. Bad Karma

20. Something Serious
21. After All
22. Lin Hu

23. It’s Okay Now
24. Together with You

25. Somewhere Far Away
26. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Normal Ending)
27. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Perfect Ending)

28. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (Instrumental)
29. A Sunny Day is Watching over You (8bit)
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i cant open it. Absolutely incredible.. Brilliant Game, imagine if system shock 2 and Deus Ex had a baby, and that baby was an
open world survival with crafting and base building mechanics, it is clear that the developers of this game are raising their
freaky lovechild well

BUY THIS GAME!. I do not care for this game. One map. Boring combat.. I'm only done with the first chapter of Root A, but I
can safely say the amount of detail put into this story is astounding. Root Double may be a sci-fi story, but they did so much
research to write this visual novel that it actually feels realistic and compelling. They really did their homework.

While there's no 1080p, what they've accomplished with 720p is a thing of beauty. Out of all visual novels I've ever read, when
it comes to special effects and overall production, Root Double wins easily hands down.

I've found all characters are believable thus far and I like it how they stand out in their own ways. As for the music, I think most
tracks fit the moment and the atmosphere perfectly.

All in all, this has been a great experience for a mystery/sci-fi lover like me!. I can't see most of the game. I enjoyed my time
with this game. I wasnt too familar with the rules of Golf before playing this but the Golfing is pretty simplistic. I liked the way
the charcter stats affect your golf game. it plays like an action RPG. there are some secrets to be found I found a few of them
but I suspect not all of them. I bought this for 1.50 USD during the summer sale and having played it Id happily pay more for it..
I read several reviews comparing Fenix Rage favorably to Super Meat Boy, Electronic Super Joy and VVVVVV, which are all
games that I love. So I tried Fenix Rage and did not enjoy the experience at all. This game is just trying to induce RSI and carpal
tunnel syndrome.. Nothing is better than having El Presendente's Solid Gold Statue revolving around the city's town square and
Nuclear Launch site, while a Civil War breaks out.
11\/10, would worship Glorious Leader. The game is pay to win. There is no end game, and only endless chests or hours of
mindless grinding will get you real progress.

The problem is the loot system which works on a 5 tier system: common, uncommon, rare, epic and golden epic. The loot is
progressive so uncommon is a better version of common, rare is a better version of uncommon, and so on. There is no choice of
equipment - they simply keep the highest tier available and disenchant the rest.

Common, uncommon and rare drop from silver chests, the game's currency which each contain 3 items. VERY rarely a silver
chest will be upgraded for free (about one in a hundred?) from a silver chest to a 'Jewelled' chest.

These jewelled chests contain 5 items one of which will be rare or above. EPIC gear can only be had from these chests. These
chests are sold 3 for $4.99. Buying chests is the difference between 'I might get the achievements this week' and 'See you in
2025'. Chest purchases also grant you a 24 hour 100% damage increase. Cheap, eh?

What's worse is the Golden Epics. They come with 'flash sales' which appear periodically to try and pressure you into buying
them within a 8-10 hour window. They are ridiculously powerful. Many grant 150% bonuses when common items might be 5%.
There are ALOT of these golden epics. You'd have to spend hundreds of dollars just to get those that exist right now, and more
to get those they add with each update. Power creep is inherent here - they bring out new characters and gear to outdate the stuff
you paid for so you'll buy more stuff. It's a hamster wheel of pay to win crap.

What's worse is the dev's have had bugs with the Golden Epic system awarding the wrong things - and refusing to correct all of
it even though it's their fault. Even if you give them REAL MONEY for a in-game digital benefit which costs them nothing,
they'll still give you the short end of the stick if their crap system glitches.

This is nothing but a mobile phone quality java game that rewards continuous spending and excessive playtime over any
semblence of logic, skill, or ability. This isn't a game, it's a money pit.
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Old But Gold <3. I'm really really love this game from Java mobile games in 2006-07, very addicted and attractive. A few
months ago, I saw this game but can't buy. But a yesterday, I see a remastered version, so I didn't hesitate buy immediately. If
you love the block and tetris, specially OST and background theme. This is for you!. Arkham City has been sat in my library
since it pretty much came out. Although 99% of people who will read this review will probably already have City, it will just be
a case of trying to persuade you to finally dust it off and complete it.

I have poured thirty two hours roaming around Arkham, it's a stunning looking game, even for current standards. The Arkham
style combat system is at its best again, similar to Asylum, you can pretty much master the system when you can work out how
to time your attacks perfectly, but you can add in plenty of combos to keep things interesting.

The main story is only one of the features here, I thoroughly enjoyed the main plot, with lots of twists and turns that keep you
guessing right till the very end. Like most open world games, there is plenty to do apart from the main story though, tons of side
missions, collectables and challenges that will keep this wonderful game going.

If you have the Game of the Year edition, you'll also have all of the DLC too, while some of it is useless in my opinion (the
challenges) the story side of it is well worth playing through as well.

Basically, if you don't have Arkham City...well, where have you been for the past few years since it almost always goes on sale
for at least 75% off, and if you are part of the majority who have it, I highly recommend you put aside a few days of your busy
life and play this amazing master piece.

If you found this review helpful, please consider giving it a thumbs up. You can also find more reviews over at 
http://www.completingthebackloggroup.com/

Please also check out Completing the Backlog's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. 
From what I gather, the programmer\/creator is a child - so only buy this tool if you want to throw a buck in support of
a potential future game creator. I say 'tool', because this isn't a game by a long shot. You are quite literally getting what
you think you are getting. There isn't even a menu. It loads up and simply asks you to do elementary addition and
subtraction. I hear it even repeats the same questions. Needless to say I won't be playing any longer. I am quite good at
math, but this just feels like work. Her father probably should have encouraged a bit more effort before actually
selling this, but again, my support goes out in the form of my dollar and this upvote.

At this point, I won't refund because I'm fine with supporting a silly little project BUT if this sort of practice becomes
a trend, you won't find me staying onboard. It's a one trick pony, of sorts. I also hope that for the small asking price,
we may get some QoL updates like a menu and some more complex math questions. It would be neat to observe the
learning arc of the young programmer over time through this game (and others).. Low quality app, often hangs or
crashes even on the top Macbook pro '12. Obvious mobile port is obvious. At least fix the controls if you're going to
port from mobile.. Doesn't run, gamegaurd maybe? Support asks me to turn my firewall and antivirus off and then
allow remote assistance to "fix the problem" sounds like a scam to me.. is good for 3 dollars and on sale. Bought this
pack just for the inspection salon, I was not disapointed. The textures are well rendered and the level of detail isn't bad
for \u00a32.99. Yes the speedo and the brake controls don't work and you cannot use it as a driving cab but all in all
well recomended.
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